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Abstract. We investigate with the help of a magnetohydro-
dynamic (MHD) model how the large-scale topology of the
magnetosphere develops for a constant interplanetary mag-
netic field (IMF) with different IMF clock angles and for an
IMF By sign change during northward IMF. A detailed ex-
amination of the topological changes in the tail and the iono-
sphere for different IMF conditions shows a good agreement
with observational results.

The MHD simulations for different constant IMF clock an-
gle cases show the expected field-line bending and tail twist-
ing for nonzero IMFBy . The tail becomes longer and at
its tailward end stronger twisted for IMFBz>|By | than for
IMF Bz<|By |. The field lines originating in the high-latitude
flank of the far-tail plasma sheet map into the near-Earth tail
lobes and to a strongly poleward displaced polar cap bound-
ary. A comparison with observations suggests that an oval-
aligned arc may occur on the high-latitude part of the polar
cap boundary.

An IMF By sign change causes large deformations of the
tail. After the IMFBy flip the near-Earth and far-tail plasma
sheet regions are oppositely twisted which causes in the near-
Earth tail a bifurcation of the closed field line region that
moves from one flank to the other. The bifurcated part of the
closed field line region maps to a bridge of closed field lines
moving over the entire polar cap. This moving bridge may
be interpreted as the mapped region of a moving transpolar
arc. Based on earlier observations, such a type of polar arcs
is expected to occur after an IMFBy sign change.

Key words. Ionosphere (auroral ionosphere; ionosphere-
magnetosphere interactions). Space plasma physics (numer-
ical simulation studies)

1 Introduction

The structure of the magnetosphere is strongly controlled by
the direction of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF). Es-
pecially the north-south component of the IMF, but also the
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dawn-dusk component of the IMF influences the auroral pre-
cipitation pattern in the ionosphere and the large-scale topol-
ogy of the magnetotail.

1.1 IMF By andBz effects on the auroral precipitation pat-
tern

It is well known that the polar cap expands during southward
IMF conditions and contracts during northward IMF. Makita
et al. (1988) showed that the thickness of the auroral oval
increases and the size of the polar cap decreases with the
strength of northward IMF. Polar auroral arcs (auroral arcs
occurring poleward of the auroral oval) are a common phe-
nomenon occurring during northward IMF (Valladares et al.,
1994, and references therein).

A recent statistical study by Kullen et al. (2002) about
the dependence of large-scale polar arcs on the IMF direc-
tion distinguishes between five types of polar arcs which are
shown each to be related to a characteristic combination of
solar wind parameters. The results show that those polar arcs
occurring after 1–2 h of nearly constant IMF with a posi-
tive IMF Bz and a nonzero IMFBy component are always
static polar arcs near one oval side (oval-aligned arcs). Oval-
aligned arcs occur for a broad range of time spans. On an
average, they last for 2 h. Polar arcs moving from one oval
side to the other (moving arcs) can in most cases be related
to a large-scale sign change of IMFBy which takes place
up to one hour before the arc’s appearance. Moving arcs are
usually transpolar arcs, connecting the nightside auroral oval
with the dayside one. IMFBz is predominantly positive one
to two hours before and during a moving arc event. Moving
arcs last between one and four hours, unless a large substorm
occurs or the IMF changes to a persistently southward orien-
tation. Such conditions lead to the disappearance of all types
of polar auroral arcs. There exist other polar arc formations
that have hardly been reported in literature: Immediately af-
ter an IMFBz sign change often a short-lived polar arc oc-
curs which bends into the polar cap with the anti-sunward
end fixed to the oval boundary (bending arc). In rare cases,
one single arc rises from the nightside oval boundary towards
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noon (midnight arc). This type of arc always appears at
the very end of a substorm recovery phase. Other polar arc
events are more complicated and involve three or more arcs
separating from the oval-sides or the nightside oval boundary
(multiple arc events).

The location of polar arcs is strongly dependent on the sign
of IMF By . A statistical study about polar cap size and lo-
cation during northward IMF by Elphinstone et al. (1990)
shows that the location of polar arcs is strongly correlated to
the IMF By component, while the main oval keeps its circu-
lar shape. Most dawnside oval-aligned arcs occur for neg-
ative IMF By and all dusk side arcs occur for positive IMF
By . Moving polar arcs have been found to separate from the
dawn (dusk) side of the oval after an IMFBy sign change
from negative to positive (positive to negative) (Cumnock
et al., 1997; Chang et al., 1998). The statistics of Kullen
et al. (2002) confirms these results: In the Northern Hemi-
sphere, all arc types that include a poleward motion (moving
and bending arcs) move toward the side of the oval pointed at
by IMF By , whereas the non-moving arcs (oval-aligned and
midnight arcs) are located at that side of the oval from the
very beginning.

1.2 Polar arc models

As large-scale polar auroral arcs are commonly believed to
have their source region in the tail plasma sheet (Frank and
Craven, 1988), they probably lie on closed field lines. The
occurrence of closed field lines poleward of the main auroral
oval has to be addressed by any model explaining large-scale
polar arcs.

A model, first proposed by Meng (1981), interprets po-
lar arcs occurring during nonzero IMFBy as the poleward
boundary of an expanded auroral oval. A highly contracted
polar cap occurs typically during strongly northward IMF.
A further poleward displacement of the polar cap boundary
on one oval side is caused by a twisting of the tail plasma
sheet (Cowley, 1981; Kullen and Blomberg, 1996). A twist
of the magnetotail is well-known to be connected to the IMF
By component (Kaymaz et al., 1994, and references therein).
The hypothesis of a polar arc being the poleward part of the
auroral oval is best suited as an explanation for oval-aligned
arcs, as these are static arcs that are often not greatly dis-
placed from the oval boundary.

Moving polar arcs are during part of their lifetime located
in the middle of the polar cap near the noon-midnight merid-
ian. It has been suggested by several authors (e.g. Kan and
Burke, 1985; Frank et al., 1986; Chang et al., 1998) that
during such an event the magnetotail plasma sheet is bifur-
cated, i.e. a part of the plasma sheet extends to very high-
latitudes, separating the lobes into a dawn and a duskward
part. Huang et al. (1989) suggested that filamentary exten-
sions of the plasma sheet may reach into the lobes.

Kullen (2000) proposed a model that does not include a
plasma sheet bifurcation. Instead, it is suggested that the
evolution of a moving arc may be related to a rotation of
the magnetotail twist which is initiated by an IMFBy sign

change. To test this idea, the T89 (Tsyganenko, 1989) model
has been modified in such a way that the near-Earth and the
far-tail regions are oppositely twisted and for each time step
the twist rotation is located further tailward. Mapping from
the tail current sheet to the ionosphere results in a bar of
closed field lines separating from the main oval and moving
poleward for a tailward propagation of the tail twist rotation.
This bar of closed field lines is interpreted as the mapped
region of a moving polar arc. The model polar arc disap-
pears when the rotation of the tail is completed and the entire
tail has returned to a topology typical for uniform nonzero
IMF By . Varying the input parameters in the model indi-
cates that the duration of a polar arc event is dependent on
the magnitude of IMFBy , but not on the spatial extent of
the IMF By sign reversal region. A broad dawn-duskward
extension of the model polar arc appears for a high IMFBy

magnitude and/or a long sign reversal period. An important
result is the finding that although the plasma sheet (as identi-
fied from theB2 isocontour lines) is forced ad hoc to keep
a butterfly shape, the region of closed field lines is bifur-
cated in the near-Earth tail. The reason for the bifurcation
is that closed field lines which have their turning point near
the high-latitude flank of the far-tail plasma sheet, map high
up into the lobes of the oppositely twisted near-Earth tail (for
a 3-D-schematic of the resulting tail topology, see Fig. 2b in
Kullen et al. (2002)). The Kullen (2000) polar arc model is
entirely based on the assumption that an IMFBy sign change
causes first the near-Earth tail and later the far tail to respond
such that in an intermediate state the near-Earth and the far-
tail regions are oppositely twisted. Data and/or magnetohy-
drodynamic (MHD) studies are necessary to investigate the
correctness of this assumption.

A polar arc model that became widely accepted in recent
years has been developed by Newell et al. (1997) and Chang
et al. (1998). It explains the creation of a new region of open
field lines dawnward (or duskward) of the main polar cap
near noon with an abrupt jump in the dayside merging line. It
is proposed that this jump is caused by an IMFBz or IMF By

sign change. The closed field line bridge in the ionosphere
between the old and the new region of open field lines is
supposed to be the location where a polar arc occurs. Chang
et al. (1998) predicted that several sign changes would be
necessary for a polar arc to exist for a longer time. However,
observations show that long-lasting, moving polar arcs exist
where no further IMF sign changes occur after a large-scale
IMF By sign reversal (Cumnock et al., 2002). As the model
includes the immediate occurrence of a polar arc after an IMF
sign change and a short lifetime of the arc in case that no
further IMF variations occur, we believe that this model is
a better fit as an explanation for bending arcs than for the
long-lasting moving arcs.

Many models from the 1980’s assume that transpolar arcs
typically grow from the nightside oval towards noon (e.g.
Kan and Burke, 1985; Frank et al., 1986). However, a large
number of observational papers show that most arcs separate
from the dawn or dusk side of the oval (e.g. Chang et al.,
1998). Single midnight arcs are extremely rare events and
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occur only after a period of predominantly strong northward
IMF at the end of a substorm recovery phase (Kullen et al.,
2002). They all develop from a strongly contracted pole-
ward boundary of the nightside auroral oval. In the midnight
arc model by Rezhenov (1995) precisely these characteris-
tics are suggested as preconditions for midnight arcs to oc-
cur. He suggests that an interchange instability may occur at
the tailward end of a short plasma sheet that causes a tongue
of plasma to move tailward. The tailward moving plasma
sheet tongue is supposed to map to a closed field line bar that
grows from midnight to noon in the polar cap.

1.3 IMF By and Bz effects on the magnetotail: observa-
tions

The effect of the IMFBy component on the magnetotail con-
sists mainly in a dawn-duskward bending of the magnetic
field lines and a twist of the entire tail. The field-line bend-
ing is connected to an additionalBy field that appears in the
entire tail. As this extraBy term has the same direction and a
magnitude at a fraction of the IMFBy value, it has been of-
ten referred to as “IMFBy penetration field”, which indicates
a physical process that has not been proven to take place in
the magnetosphere. For simplicity, we use this term as well
when describing previous observational results, but only as a
description of the rate of an extraBy term occurring in the
tail.

From numerous observations it is known that the IMFBy

penetration field is nonuniform. The averageBy penetration
in the tail lies around 10 to 14% of the total IMFBy mag-
nitude (e.g. Fairfield et al., 1979; Cowley, 1981; Kaymaz et
al., 1994). A statistical study of the mid-tail region by Kay-
maz et al. (1994) confirms earlier findings that the IMFBy

penetration is much stronger in the plasma sheet than in the
lobes. They found on average, 9 and 26% penetration in the
lobes and in the plasma sheet, respectively. A maximum pen-
etration of 35% was discovered near the plasma sheet flanks.
The strongest IMFBy penetration into the tail seems to occur
at the neutral sheet (defined as the location of the magnetic
field line reversal from tailward to earthward, i.e. whereBx

changes sign). Lui (1986) and Sergeev (1987) reported pen-
etration rates of 50 and 60% of the total IMFBy field, and
Borovsky et al. (1998) found an even higher penetration rate
(76%) for cases with 30 min or more constant IMFBy before
the neutral sheet crossing of the satellite. All results so far
mentioned refer to a tail region of about 20 to 30RE down-
tail from the Earth.

In many data studies, a twisting of the current sheet by 6
to 18 degrees for nonzero IMFBy was found (e.g. Sibeck
et al., 1986; Tsyganenko, 1998; Kaymaz et al., 1994). Kay-
maz et al. (1994) showed that, on average, the current sheet
is more twisted near the flanks than in the central tail, and
Tsyganenko (1998) found the tail twist to increase with the
distance from the Earth. MacWan (1992) reported twists over
90 degrees in the distant magnetotail (x=115−220RE). In
a statistical magnetotail study by Owen et al. (1995) much
lower twists are found, on average, but according to the au-

thors large twists of about 50–60 degrees are possible in in-
dividual cases. One major result of the study by Owen et al.
(1995) is a correlation between the degree of plasma sheet
twisting and the sign of IMFBz. For northward IMF, plasma
sheet twists are, on average, twice (13◦ for By<0 and 24◦

for By>0) those for southward IMF (6◦ for By<0 and 12◦

for By>0). The observation of a high degree of twisting for
low geomagnetic activity is probably due to the connection
between quiet conditions and northward IMF.

It seems hard to define the length of the closed field line
region from observations. MacWan (1992) reported that only
for dynamic topology changes the region of closed field lines
reaches as far downtail as the region of his measurements.
In the static cases the last closed field lines are earthward of
115−220RE .

1.4 IMF By andBz effects on the magnetosphere: MHD
model results

Many MHD simulations have been performed to study the
magnetospheric topology during purely northward IMF. In
most MHD models the tail becomes completely closed for
persistently northward IMF (e.g. Fedder and Lyon, 1995;
Song et al., 1999). In this case, the tail length has been found
to be inversely proportional to the strength of positive IMF
Bz (e.g. Song et al., 1999, and references therein).

When the tail is not closed, it contains open field lines con-
nected with the IMF and it has no defined length. Instead, the
tailward extension of the closed field line region is studied.
Gombosi et al. (1998), using the same MHD model as Song
et al. (1999), found that the closed field line region extends
to 120−140RE during the first hour after an IMFBz north-
ward turning and then shrinks to a constant length of about
60RE . They concluded that a very long closed field line
region for northward IMF seems only to appear as a tran-
sient phenomenon. Raeder et al. (1995) reported for purely
northward IMF, a much shorter closed field line region of
about 20−40RE near thex-axis but stretching further tail-
ward near the flanks. The plasma population remains ap-
parently the same earthward and tailward of the last closed
field line (Song et al., 1999). The dawn-dusk diameter of the
far-tail lobes depends on IMFBz, being more narrow during
northward IMF than during southward IMF (Raeder et al.,
1995).

The IMF By effects on the magnetotail as found from ob-
servations appear in many MHD simulations. The first simu-
lation results focusing on IMFBy effects were published by
Brecht et al. (1981). A run with constant south-dawnward
IMF input was presented which shows a twist of the entire
tail and an IMFBy penetration into the neutral sheet. Kay-
maz et al. (1995) used the Fedder-Lyon MHD model (Fedder
and Lyon, 1995) to compare their statistical results (Kaymaz
et al., 1994) with MHD simulations. Both the IMFBy pene-
tration and the twisting of the current sheet in the simulation
are in good agreement with the observations. Simulations for
constant IMF input presented by Ogino (1986) show clearly
(although not discussed in further detail by the authors) that
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the degree of plasma sheet twisting during nonzero IMFBy

is dependent on the sign of IMFBz.
There exist several papers presenting MHD simulation re-

sults for a changing IMF clock angleθ (θ=0◦ for northward,
θ=90◦ for dawnward or duskward,θ=180◦ for southward
IMF). Berchem et al. (1998) using the code described by
Raeder et al. (1995) compared satellite data from the tail dur-
ing a period of changing IMF with simulation results. In their
simulations the closed field line region is long and the plasma
sheet is highly twisted for small IMF clock angles only, as
expected from the statistical study by Owen et al. (1995).
The northern and southern open field line regions for IMF
|By |>Bz are well separated from each other in the far-tail
yz-plane but for IMF|By |<Bz they are more close to each
other. A detailed study about a changing IMF clock angle is
presented by Walker et al. (1999) using the MHD code devel-
oped by Ogino et al. (1992). They found, like Berchem et al.
(1998), the tail twisting to be stronger for northward than for
southward IMF. Moreover, they showed that the far tail is
more strongly twisted than the near-Earth tail, in agreement
with Tsyganenko’s (1998) statistical results. In the simula-
tions by Walker et al. (1999) the near-Earth tail responds first
to an IMF change. The tail changes its twist first at the flanks,
then in the central tail. A magnetopause reconfiguration in
response to an IMF change takes up to 15 min, the plasma
sheet twist occurs 45–60 min after an IMF change reaches the
dayside magnetopause. The near-Earth neutral line (NENL)
atx=20RE disappears within 45 min after a northward turn-
ing of the IMF and the region of closed field lines increases in
length for a decreasing IMF clock angle. Slinker et al. (2001)
compared polar cap observations by the Eureka dawn-dusk
meridian scanning photometer (MSP) with simulation results
of the Fedder-Lyon MHD model for an IMFBy sign change
during mainly northward IMF. Their results basically con-
firm the model suggested by Kullen (2000). In the simula-
tions a region of closed field lines moves over the entire po-
lar cap, while the tail is changing its twist from one direction
to the other. The closed field line bridge in the model polar
cap corresponds to a dawn-duskward moving strip of auroral
emissions seen in the MSP, which is most likely the signature
of a large-scale moving polar arc.

1.5 IMF By andBz effects on the magnetosphere: theories

Russell (1972) was first to predict a twisting of the magne-
totail caused by the asymmetry of the reconnection between
solar wind and magnetosphere during nonzero IMFBy . He
even predicted a stronger twisting during northward IMF due
to possible lobe reconnection. Cowley (1981) argued in the
same way. He proposed that the asymmetric addition of mag-
netic flux to the tail lobes from dayside reconnection during
nonzero IMFBy conditions may result in a penetration of
the IMF By into the tail. With a simple model he showed
how an assumedBy penetration field that decreases towards
lower latitudes leads to a twisting of the tail lobe field around
thex-axis. Neither the occurrence of the IMFBy penetration
field in the region of closed field lines nor the plasma sheet

twisting are explained in this paper, although Cowley men-
tioned, that both effects are probable to occur. Owen et al.
(1995) proposed that the stronger tail twist during northward
than during southward IMF is associated with lobe reconnec-
tion. Open field lines reconnected poleward of the northern
cusp with the IMF map to the solar wind field lines south
of the equatorial plane where they are frozen into the so-
lar wind flow. Hence, these open field lines exert a much
stronger torque on the tail than in the southward case. Dur-
ing southward IMF the field lines reconnect at the dayside
magnetopause and are bent into the direction of IMFBy , but
remain in the same hemisphere. The field-line topology for a
45-degree IMF clock angle has been confirmed in MHD sim-
ulations by Tanaka (1999). From these models, it remains
unclear how the twisting of the open field line regions causes
a twisting of the tail plasma sheet, and how the IMFBy pen-
etration field occurs in the region of closed field lines, being
even stronger than in the lobes. The nonuniformity of the
By penetration field has been addressed by Voigt and Hilmer
(1987). They showed with a 2-D-MHD simulation that, as-
suming a constant backgroundBy penetration field inside the
tail (which is not further explained), an increase in the IMF
penetration in the plasma sheet appears to balance the high
thermal plasma pressure in this region.

1.6 The goal of this study

The main focus of this study lies on the IMFBy andBz de-
pendent large-scale topological structure of the magnetotail
and its connection to the shape of the polar cap boundary,
as well as on the possible occurrence of polar arcs. Moti-
vated by observations that constant northward IMF with a
nonzero IMFBy component leads to a strong twisting of the
tail plasma sheet and is a favorable condition for oval-aligned
arcs to occur, we investigate, with the help of the GUMICS-
4 MHD code by Janhunen (1996), how the tail and polar
cap boundary respond to different IMF clock angles. The
response of the model magnetosphere on an IMFBy sign
change is studied to find out about the possible appearance of
a moving polar arc (as expected from observations) and the
possible rotation of the tail twist (as assumed in the Kullen
(2000) polar arc model).

2 Results

2.1 The MHD simulations

The GUMICS-4 code is a global magnetohydrodynamic
model of the magnetosphere. The solar wind and the magne-
tosphere regions are treated with the ideal MHD equations.
The ionosphere is described with electrostatic equations. The
model needs as input parameters the solar wind speed, den-
sity and pressure, IMFBy , IMF Bz and the Earth dipole
tilt. All runs start with a dipole in a uniform low-density
plasma. The solar wind enters the dayside front of the sim-
ulation box at the first minute of the run. The simulation
box is 32RE long on the dayside and stretches to 224RE on
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Table 1. The GUMICS-4 simulation runs.

MHD run IMF By IMF Bz IMF clock angle Duration of Start of Duration of
(nT) (nT) (deg) MHD run By change By change

1a −5 −1 100◦ 2 h - -
1b −5 +1 80◦ 2 h - -
1c −3.6 +3.6 45◦ 2 h - -
1d −1 +5 10◦ 2 h - -
2a −5 → +5 +5 45◦ → 0◦

→ 45◦ 4 h 2:00 h 2 min
2b −5 → +5 +5 45◦ → 0◦

→ 45◦ 5 h 2:00 h 60 min

the tailward side. In dawn-duskward and north-southward
direction the box is 128RE wide. The shell at a distance of
3.7RE from the Earth is defined as the boundary between
the magnetosphere and the ionosphere. The boundary con-
ditions at this shell are updated with a new potential distri-
bution every 4 s by solving the ionospheric equations. Mag-
netic field lines map from the shell to the high-latitude iono-
sphere above 60 degrees latitude. The model ionosphere is
assumed to be planar and is discretized into a 2-D triangular
grid, each grid point of which is further subdivided into 20
nonuniform height levels for the conductivity computation.
In the magnetosphere all physical quantities are calculated
with time steps of less than a second for a mesh containing
about 130 000 grid cells. The time steps and the grid size are
not constant throughout the simulation box. The code uses
subcycles in areas where the time step is refined (obeying the
CFL condition) and a semi-automatic grid-refinement is used
which depends on the gradients of the physical quantities.
In the far tail magnetosphere mesh size and time steps have
typical values of 2−4RE and 1 s, respectively, while at the
magnetospheric boundaries and in the near-Earth magneto-
sphere grid spacing and time steps are much reduced. At the
boundary shell between ionosphere and magnetosphere, time
steps of 0.01–0.03 s and a grid spacing of 0.5RE are used.
The ionospheric grid is fixed in time with about 200 km be-
tween the grid points, although refined to 100 km in the auro-
ral oval region. The ionospheric grid somewhat oversamples
the magnetospheric one since the effective ionospheric reso-
lution provided by the magnetospheric grid is about 300 km.
As for this study only large-scale features are of interest, the
physical quantities are examined in time intervals of 5 min
and spatial distances of 1RE only. The results presented here
are accurate only within these limits. Further details of the
MHD code can be found in Janhunen (1996), the ionospheric
model is described in Janhunen and Huuskonen (1993), a
critical discussion of the MHD model advantages and lim-
itations are described by Janhunen and Palmroth (2001).

Table 1 lists the different MHD runs that are examined in
this study. It gives the IMF input value, the IMF clock angle
and the duration of the different simulation runs. The IMF
clock angleθ is defined here as the angle between the IMF
vector in theyz-plane and the positivez-axis, ranging from
0◦ for pure northward to 180◦ for pure southward IMF. In all

runs a solar wind speed of 400 km/s, a solar wind density of
7.3 cm−3 and a solar wind dynamic pressure of 2 nPa have
been chosen. The Earth dipole tilt is set to zero to avoid a
warping of the tail plasma sheet.

To examine the steady-state magnetosphere during con-
stant IMF with nonzero IMFBy runs 1a–1d have been per-
formed. The runs are done for IMF clock angles between
100 and 10 degrees. Runs with clock angles higher than 100
degrees are not included, as substorms may occur (which is
not the subject of our study). As the highest IMF clock angle
input in our simulations isθ = 100◦, the expressions “large
clock angle” and “small clock angle” are used further on to
describe IMF directions with|By | > Bz and|By | < Bz, re-
spectively. For a constant solar wind input, as in run 1a–1d,
the model magnetosphere reaches an equilibrium state after
approximately 1:30 h. The runs are continued for addition-
ally 30 min to rule out any influence of a transitional change
on the magnetospheric topology. All plots shown of the con-
stant IMF runs 1a–1d give the state of the magnetosphere 2 h
after the startup.

To study a sign change of IMFBy , the MHD runs 2a and
2b have been done. The IMF input parameters consist of con-
stant positive IMFBz during the entire time and IMFBy neg-
ative before and positive after an IMFBy sign change which
starts after two hours constant IMF at the dayside boundary
of the simulation box. In each case, the IMF is kept constant
for an additional two hours following the sign change. The
difference between run 2a and 2b is the speed of the IMFBy

sign change. In the first case, IMFBy changes sign within
two minutes, in the second case a slow, linear change within
one hour is enforced.

2.2 MHD results for constant IMF

Figure 1 presents the state of the ionosphere and magnetotail
for the simulation runs after two hours constant solar wind
input. The columns (from left to right) show the simulation
results for run 1a, 1b, 1c and 1d. In the first row the northern
ionosphere is shown with the open/closed field line bound-
ary (light blue dotted lines) overlaid on a plot showing the
upward (blue) and downward (red) field-aligned current re-
gions. The second to last rows consist of plasma pressure
isocontour plots (in arbitrary units) for tail cross sections at
x = −10, x = −30, x = −60 andx = −120RE . The color
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Fig. 1. Simulation results after two hours constant IMF. The columns (from left to right) show the magnetosphere for IMF clock angles of
100◦, 80◦, 45◦ and 10◦ and an IMF magnitude of 5.1 nT (runs 1a, 1b, 1c and 1d). The first row contains plots of the northern ionosphere
with the open/closed field line boundary (light blue line) overlaid on the upward (blue) and downward (red) field-aligned currents. The plots
give a 2-D view on the polar cap in geomagnetic coordinates with noon pointing to the top. The second to last row show tail cross sections at
x = −10, x = −30, x = −60 andx = −120RE (looking downtail in GSM coordinates). In the tail plots the regions of closed (pink dots)
and open field lines (light blue dots) are overlaid on plasma pressure isocontour lines (in arbitrary units).
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scale reaches from blue to red, representing lowest to high-
est pressure. Overlaid on these plots are the regions of open
field lines (blue dots) and closed field lines (pink dots). Fig-
ure 2 shows the same type of plots for run 2a, the fast IMF
By sign change case. The columns (from left to right) repre-
sent the state of the magnetosphere 6 min before, 7 min after,
22 min after and 37 min after the center of the IMFBy sign-
change region (By = 0) reached the dayside magnetopause
atx = 10RE . In deviation from Fig. 1 the last row of Fig. 2
shows tail cross sections atx = −90RE . The main results
of this Figure are described in the next subsection. Here,
the first column of Fig. 2 (run 2a just before the sign change
appears) is compared to column 3 of Fig. 1 (run 1c) to find
out about a possible difference between strong (7.1 nT) and
average IMF (5.1 nT) for the same IMF clock angle of 45◦.

While the field-aligned current (FAC) pattern is for all
MHD runs nearly unchanged, the polar cap boundary (here
defined as the boundary between open and closed field lines)
differs much for the different constant IMF cases (run 1a–
1d). The polar cap is more contracted for small IMF clock
angles, and the dawnside polar cap boundary is for all clock
angles displaced poleward as expected in the Northern Hemi-
sphere for negative IMFBy . The polar cap boundary of the
Southern Hemisphere (not shown here) is anti-symmetrically
shaped with respect to the noon-midnight meridian, the pole-
ward displacement occurs there on the dusk side of the polar
cap.

As expected from the highly contracted polar cap for small
clock angles, the closed field line region extends in the mag-
netotail to much higher latitudes for small IMF clock angles
than for large clock angles. The tailward extension of the
closed field line region depends on the IMF clock angle as
well. Table 2 gives the tailward length of the closed field line
region for all constant MHD runs, the MHD runs 1a–1d and
for run 2a just before theBy sign change took place. Only for
small IMF clock angles does the closed field line region ex-
tend to the far tail. Comparing the 45◦ clock angle cases with
weak (run 1c) and strong (run 2a before sign change) IMF
magnitude, the closed field line region is slightly shorter in
the latter case. The open/closed field line boundary overlaps
approximately with the plasma sheet boundary for all but the
10◦ IMF clock angle case (run 1d). In the latter case the re-
gion of closed field lines extends high into the tail lobes.

The region of open field lines outside the magnetotail is
directed along the IMF clock angle axis but with a slight
clockwise displacement from it (looking tailward). Inside the
near-Earth tail the open field line region surrounds the closed
field line region. Far downtail the closed field lines have dis-
appeared and for large IMF clock angles the northern and
southern wings of the open field line regions are much dis-
placed from each other in the dawn-dusk direction such that
they hardly overlap with the lobes.

As expected for negative IMFBy the plasma sheet (high
pressure region inside the tail) is twisted in a clockwise
direction around thex-axis (looking tailward) for each of the
constant IMF runs. Only for small IMF clock angles and/or
high IMF magnitude is the plasma sheet twist strong and it

Table 2. The tailward extension of the closed field line region (CFR
length) for the constant IMF clock angle runs.

MHD run 1a 1b 1c 2a∗ 1d

IMF Clock angle 1100◦ 180◦ 145◦ 245◦ 110◦

CFR length 20RE 20RE 34RE 28RE 85RE

1
|IMF| = 5.1 nT 2

|IMF| = 7.1 nT ∗ 1.99 h after startup

extends over the entire tail cross section. For large IMF clock
angles the plasma sheet twists only near the flanks. The
twisting increases clearly with the distance from the Earth
for the 45◦ and 10◦ clock angle cases (run 1c and 1d). For
the 100◦ and 80◦ cases (run 1a and 1b) the plasma sheet is
in the center of the far tail twisted in the opposite direction.
For all but very small IMF clock angles a typical tail pressure
morphology with lobes and plasma sheet occurs even in re-
gions tailward of the last closed field line. The plasma sheet
thickness and the dawn-duskward extension of the lobes are
dependent on the IMF clock angle as well. In the near-Earth
tail the plasma sheet is thick only for small IMF clock an-
gles. In the far tail the dawn-duskward width of the lobes
decreases with decreasing IMF clock angles.

Figure 3 shows theByBz vector components of the addi-
tional magnetic field occurring in the constant IMF cases a1
(upper row) and 1d (lower row). The plots are done for tail
cross sections atx = −10RE (left column) andx = −60RE

(right column). To extract the symmetric part of the tail
magnetic field, the along thexz-plane mirroredByBz vec-
tors have been subtracted from the originalByBz vector field
and then been divided by two. Assuming the tail magnetic
field for zero IMFBy is completely symmetric with respect
to thexz-plane, this gives the additionalBy field appearing
typically during nonzero IMFBy .

For both IMF clock angle cases the IMF is slightly draped
around the magnetopause. A large additionalBy component,
pointing in the same direction as IMFBy , occurs inside the
magnetosphere. In the near-Earth tail theBy extra field is
strong near the equatorial plane and weak at high latitudes
(at z = 0RE , the extraBy field has approximately the same
or even slightly higher values than the IMFBy component).
This structure is preserved to aroundx = −45RE . Further
downtail, the extraBy field weakens and is more uniformly
distributed. At the tailward end of the simulation box (not
shown here) the extraBy field is weaker than IMFBy for all
IMF clock angle runs.

Figure 4 gives an equatorial view on the magnetosphere
for MHD run 1a (first plot) and 1d (second plot). TheBxBy

vector components are plotted down to a distance of 4RE

from the Earth. In case IMFBy = 0, the magnetic field in
the equatorial plane of the magnetosphere is expected to have
only a z-component. Hence, theBxBy plots show the addi-
tionalBxBy field appearing in the equatorial plane of the tail
during nonzero IMFBy . Figure 5 contains the same type of
plots for the sudden IMFBy sign change (run 2a).
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Fig. 2. Simulation results for an MHD run with positive IMFBz of +5 nT and a fast (2 min) IMFBy sign change from−5 nT to+5 nT
after two hours constant IMF (run 2a). The columns (from left to right) show the state of the magnetosphere−8, 7, 22 and 37 min after the
center of the IMFBy sign-change region (By = 0) has passed the dayside magnetopause (atx = 10RE). The first row shows the northern
ionosphere. The second to last row show tail cross sections atx = −10, x = −30, x = −60 andx = −90RE . The plots are defined in the
same way as in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 3. The additional magnetic field that occurs in the tail during nonzero IMFBy . In the Figure, two different tail cross sections for the
constant IMF runs 1a (up) and 1d (down) are shown. The plots are produced by mirroring theByBz vector components of the corresponding
tail cross section along thez-axis, subtracting the mirror vectors from the original vectors and dividing the results by two.

It shows theBxBy vector component plots 6 min before (top),
7 min after (middle) and 22 min after (bottom) the IMFBy

sign reversal reached the dayside magnetopause. The main
results for the IMFBy sign-change case are described in the
next subsection. Here, only the first plot is addressed, corre-
sponding to a constant 45◦ IMF run for 7.1 nT. In the format
shown here, its deviation to the results of run 1d is negligible
such that it illustrates even the results of the weak (5.1 nT)
45◦ case fairly well.

The BxBy vector plots for the different IMF clock an-
gles have several features in common. The IMFBy field
is strongly compressed near the dayside magnetopause and
drapes around the magnetosphere. In the region closest
to the Earth which is dominated by the Earth dipole field
(|x| < 8RE) a nearly uniform extraBy component is found

having approximately the same magnitude as the IMF itself.
Tailward of this region, theBxBy vector components have
a sunward draping pattern centered around thex-axis. The
draping pattern reduces tailward such that in the very far
tail theBxBy component lines are directed in the dusk-dawn
direction. The draping inside the tail reflects the twisting of
the plasma sheet seen in Fig. 1, first and last column, and
Fig. 2, first column. A positive (negative) component ofBx

in the equatorial plane causes a southward (northward) dis-
placement of the current sheet (surface containing the turn-
ing points of the closed field lines) from the equatorial plane.
The stronger draping for the small IMF clock angle case (run
1d) is connected to a stronger and more uniform twist around
thex-axis, the tailward draping downtail of 25RE near the
x-axis for the 100◦ IMF clock angle case (run 1a) corre-
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Fig. 4. The magnetic field in the equatorial plane for two constant IMF runs 1a (up) and 1d (down). The vectors are plotted every 2RE down
to a distance of 4RE from the Earth is center.

sponds to the oppositely twisted plasma sheet in the far tail
center (Fig. 1, column 1, row 4).

2.3 MHD results for an IMFBy sign change

As mentioned above, Fig. 2 illustrates the change in the po-
lar cap and the tail for the fast IMFBy sign change case (run
2a). The plots show the state of the magnetosphere when the
IMF By sign reversal starts at the dayside boundary of the
simulation box, and 5, 20 and 35 min after the first signif-
icant change of the polar cap boundary is seen. The iono-
sphere plots in the first row of Fig. 2 show that the polar cap
boundary changes drastically after an IMFBy sign change. A
bridge of closed field lines starts to develop at the dawn/noon
edge of the polar cap boundary and moves within 50 min
from dawn to dusk over the entire polar cap of the Northern
Hemisphere. In the Southern Hemisphere (not shown here)
an identical bridge starts to appear on the dusk side and then
moves in the opposite direction until the dawn side polar cap

boundary is reached. The bridge of closed field lines inside
the northern (southern) polar cap is connected to a finger of
closed field lines in the tail bifurcating the northern (south-
ern) tail lobe. The fingers of closed field lines in the tail move
into the same direction as the bridge of closed field lines in
the polar cap of the corresponding hemisphere.

Figure 6 shows the tailward extension of the closed field
line region and the location of the IMFBy sign reversal re-
gions versus time for run 2a (thin line and dark grey region)
and run 2b (thick line and light grey region). The time axis is
given in minutes after the center of the IMFBy sign-change
region has not passed the dayside magnetopause. The time
intervals during which a bifurcation of the polar cap occurs
are marked with dotted lines. As can be seen from Fig. 6
the length of the closed field line region varies greatly dur-
ing the tailward propagation of an IMFBy sign reversal. As
long as the center of the IMFBy sign-change region, has not
passed the tailward end of the closed field line region, the
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Fig. 5. The magnetic field in the equatorial plane for different points of time during the fast IMFBy sign-change case (run 2a).
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Fig. 6. The length of the closed field line region versus time for the
fast (run 2a) and the slow (run 2b) IMFBy sign-change case. The
time is given in minutes after the center of the sign-change region
has passed the dayside magnetopause. The tailward propagating
IMF sign-change region and the time interval during which a polar
cap bifurcation occurs are marked for both runs.

closed field line region grows rapidly beyondx = −100RE

in both IMF By sign-change cases. The closed field line re-
gion remains extremely stretched for another 25 min until it
suddenly returns to its original length. The polar cap bifur-
cation starts in both sign-change runs some minutes after the
center of the IMFBy sign reversal has passed the dayside
magnetopause and ends when the far tail part of the closed
field line region disappears and the tail returns to its original
length.

The process that leads to the return of a ground state for
constant duskward IMFBy with a short closed field line re-
gion is rather complicated. This is illustrated in Fig. 7 and
Fig. 8. In Fig. 7 the open (grey) and closed field line regions
(black) of run 2a are shown in thexy-plane atz = 0RE (left
column) andz = 15RE (right column) for different points of
time after the IMFBy sign-change region center has passed
the dayside magnetopause. The first four time points corre-
spond to the time points shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The last
two time points are chosen just before and just after the polar
cap bridge disappears. Figure 8 shows the magnetic field line
topology in 3-D for the same run and same time points as in
Fig. 7.

The left column of Fig. 7 shows that, when the tail has
reached its maximum length (at 22 min), the tailward part
of the closed field line region becomes separated from the
earthward part in the equatorial plane. The far tail is con-
nected to the northern (southern) ionosphere only by a thin,
tail-aligned bridge of closed field lines moving from dawn to
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Fig. 7. Open (grey) and closed (black) field line region in the equa-
torial plane (left column) and above it (right column) for different
points of time during the fast IMFBy sign-change run (run 2a).

dusk (dusk to dawn) in the northern (southern) high-latitude
lobe (Fig. 7, right column). This bridge of far tail closed field
lines maps to the model polar arcs (not shown here). The
tailward closed field line part reduces in length and width
until it disappears, together with the closed field line bifurca-
tion in the ionosphere and the tail. The disappearance is not
enforced by the limited length of the simulation box. The
IMF By sign reversal is at that time point still located earth-
ward of the nightside simulation box boundary (see Fig. 6,
run 2a). It is difficult to define reconnection in an MHD sim-
ulation. However, studying the field line topology in detail,
the location of the separation region between open, closed
and solar wind field lines can be found. Before the IMFBy
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Fig. 8. A 3-D view on field lines crossing thex-axis for the fast IMFBy sign change case (run 2a). The plots show the state of the
magnetosphere−8, 7, 22 min (first column from top to bottom) and 37, 52, 57 min (second column, from top to bottom) after the center of
the IMFBy sign-change region (By = 0) has passed the dayside magnetopause.
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sign change region has reached the magnetosphere (Fig. 8,
first plot), the separation region in the Northern (Southern)
Hemisphere is located at the high-latitude lobe, poleward of
the cusps and displaced toward dawn (dusk), as expected for
dawnward IMF with a northwardBz component. Immedi-
ately after the IMFBy sign change region reached the mag-
netosphere, the reconnection region moves from the dawn
to the dusk lobe in the Northern Hemisphere and in oppo-
site direction in the Southern Hemisphere lobe. New regions
of open field lines appear on the dawn (dusk) flanks of the
northern (southern) tail. While the closed field line region
extends further and further tailward, the new regions of open
field lines increase and the old tailward regions of open field
lines decrease. Interestingly, both the new and the old open
field lines reconnect with the solar wind field on the northern
dusk (southern dawn) high-latitude lobes. When the closed
field line region has reached its maximum length, the field
line topology in the mid-tail becomes extremely complicated
(Fig. 8, right column). Solar wind field lines occur now in the
mid-tail near thex-axis, separated from the near-Earth and
far-tail closed field line regions by open field lines. The open
field lines earthward and tailward of the solar wind field lines
in the mid-tail, as well as the old open field lines tailward
of the last closed field line, are all associated with the same
high-latitude lobe reconnection region. The region of solar
wind field lines in the mid-tail increases at the expense of
the decreasing tailward closed field line region. After the last
closed field line has disappeared, the tail turns into a steady-
state case for duskward IMFBy . The last plot of Fig. 8 shows
the field line distribution just after the last closed field line
has disappeared in the far tail, where the tailward solar wind
field lines are still strongly deformed.

In Fig. 9 ByBz-difference vector plots are shown for the
fast IMF By sign-change case (run 2a) in tail cross sections
at x = −10, −30, −60 and−120RE 22 min after the IMF
By sign-change region has passed the dayside magnetopause.
The difference vector plots are done in the same way as those
of Fig. 3, showing theByBz vector components of the addi-
tional field inside the tail. As can be seen from Fig. 5 and
Fig. 9 the location of the sign-change center (By = 0) is situ-
ated like a sunward pointing cone around thex-axis. Outside
the cone, the extra magnetic field points toward dusk, in the
direction of positive IMFBy . Inside the cone, the extraBy

field is still negative and has a distribution similar to theBy

extra field of the constant IMFBy < 0 cases 1a–1d (see
Fig. 3). The additionalBy field is stronger near the plasma
sheet than in the lobes. The nonuniformity of the extra field
inside the tail decreases with the distance from the Earth.

TheBxBy-vector component plots in Fig. 5 illustrate the
propagation of the IMFBy sign reversal in the equatorial
plane. The cone of zeroBy moves tailward with time and
becomes more and more narrow the further downtail it prop-
agates. This indicates that outside the tail the sign rever-
sal moves tailward with solar wind speed, and toward the
tail center the effect of the IMFBy sign reversal is more
and more delayed. Comparing the last twoBxBy-vector
plots with the first plot of Fig. 5, it can be seen that the

location of the sign-change region center (By = 0) in the
equatorial plane is quite similar to the draping pattern of the
BxBy-vector component lines in the constant IMFBy case.

Important results are found from comparing the shape of
the plasma sheet with the shape of the closed field line re-
gion in Fig. 2. In contrary to the closed field line region the
plasma sheet does not bifurcate the lobes during the tailward
propagation of the IMFBy sign change reversal. It changes
its IMF By induced twist first in the near Earth and then in
the far tail such that in an intermediate state the near-Earth
and far-tail regions are oppositely twisted. The plasma sheet
resembles at times a horizontal “S” as the twist reversal in
one tail cross section starts at the flanks and then propagates
to the tail center. In one tail cross section it takes (dependent
on the distance from the Earth) 15 to 45 min until the twist
rotation is completed. The bifurcation of the closed field line
region disappears as soon as the entire tail plasma sheet has
changed its twist.

In Fig. 10 a few plots of the slow IMFBy sign change
case (run 2b) are shown. The first row shows the north-
ern polar cap boundary and the second row shows the tail
cross sections atx = −30RE , 13 min (left column), 28 min
(middle column) and 43 min (right column) after the center
of the IMF By sign reversal (By = 0) reached the dayside
magnetopause. The time points are chosen such that the first
(second, third) column gives the state of the magnetosphere
five minutes (20 min, 35 min) after the start time of the polar
cap bifurcation. This makes the plots comparable to those of
Fig. 2.

The main difference between the fast (run 2a) and slow
(run 2b) IMFBy sign-change runs are the width of the closed
field line bridge in the polar cap and the width of the closed
field line fingers bifurcating the tail. The location of the bi-
furcation, the lifetime of the dawn-duskward moving bridge
and the topological change of the tail plasma sheet are qual-
itatively the same for the slow and for the fast IMFBy sign-
change runs. Even in run 2b the plasma sheet starts to change
its twist in the near-Earth tail and at the flanks; it does not bi-
furcate such that the plasma sheet boundary does not overlap
with the bifurcated closed field line region in the tail. The
tailward increase and decrease of the closed field line region
develops qualitatively in the same way as in run 2a. Even in
run 2b the near-Earth tail is separated from the far-tail region
in the equatorial plane and during the last 15 min a bifurca-
tion of the closed field line region in tail and ionosphere is
seen. However, as shown in Fig. 6, the tail grows faster and
stretches further tailward in the slow IMFBy sign change run
than in the fast sign change run.

3 Discussion

3.1 The constant IMF clock angle cases: comparison with
earlier results

The general topological changes inside the model magne-
tosphere induced by constant IMFBy are confirmed by
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Fig. 9. The additional magnetic field shown at different tail cross sections during the fast IMFBy sign-change case (run 2a). The plots are
produced in the same way as Fig. 3 and show the additional magnetic field 22 min after the center of the sign-change region has passed the
dayside magnetopause.

observations. This includes the occurrence of an additional
By field in the tail (often referred to as “IMFBy penetration
field”) having the same direction as IMFBy with a max-
imum value along the neutral sheet (Lui, 1986; Borovsky
et al., 1998), the twisting of the tail plasma sheet with the
strongest twist near the flanks (Kaymaz et al., 1994), the tail-
ward increase of the twisting (Tsyganenko, 1998) the small
displacement of the open field line region outside the tail
from the IMF direction (Kaymaz and Siscoe, 1998), and the
dawn-dusk displacement of the open/closed field line bound-
ary in the ionosphere (Cowley, 1981). These IMFBy ef-
fects have been reported from MHD studies as well (Kay-
maz et al., 1995; Brecht, 1981; Fedder and Lyon, 1995). The
preservation of the magnetospheric plasma structure tailward
of the last closed field line has been seen in the simulations

by Song et al. (1999). Some of the IMF clock angle depen-
dent changes in the magnetospheric topology that are found
in our simulations have been indicated in data studies. The
increase of the tail twisting and the decrease of the polar cap
for small clock angles have been described in the statistical
studies by Owen et al. (1995) and Makita et al. (1988), re-
spectively. Statistical results of a concave form of the plasma
sheet in the far tail, (Owen et al., 1995), may be an indication
for the oppositely twisted far-tail center occurring for IMF
clock angles around 90◦ in our simulations, as usually solar
wind conditions are such that|IMFBy | > |IMFBz|. Other
IMF clock angle effects are difficult to observe, they are so
far only seen in MHD simulations, such as a long closed field
line region for small IMF clock angles (Walker et al., 1999)
or small IMF magnitude (Song et al., 1999), the IMF clock
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Fig. 10. Simulation results for the MHD run 2b, with a slow (1 h) IMFBy sign change from−5 nT to+5 nT after two hours constant IMF
and constant positive IMFBz of +5 nT. The columns (from left to right) show the state of the magnetosphere 13, 28 and 43 min after the
center of the IMFBy sign-change region has passed the dayside magnetopause. The first row shows the northern ionosphere and the second
row shows tail cross sections atx = −30RE . The plots are defined in the same way as in Fig. 1.

angle dependent dawn-duskward width of the far-tail lobes
(Raeder et al., 1995) and the north-southward distance be-
tween the regions of open field lines in the far tail (Berchem
et al., 1998). The qualitative agreement between our simu-
lations and earlier results is good. A quantitative compari-
son is more difficult. Both data studies and MHD studies re-
port a variety of different values for, for example, the length
of the closed field line region, the degree of plasma sheet
twisting and the IMFBy penetration rate. Analyzing mag-
netotail data, it is difficult to determine in which region the
measurements were taken, as it takes a long time for a satel-
lite to cross the magnetotail and IMF conditions may change
rapidly. The Kaymaz et al. (1994) results of the average tail
structure in the xy-plane of the mid-tail may be the most in-
teresting ones, as they are extracted from a large set of IMP-8
data which gives a nearly complete coverage of the tail and
surrounding solar wind regions between 15RE and 45RE .
MHD models often have unrealistically short tail dimensions
(e.g. the Fedder-Lyon MHD model). This may be the case
for this code as well. It has been proposed by Raeder (1999)
that the tail length during northward IMF depends strongly
on the rate of numerical diffusion. A high diffusion rate re-
sults in a partial decoupling between magnetic flux tube mo-
tion and plasma convection, leading to a short closed field
line region in the tail (see also the following discussion by
Gombosi et al., 2000; Raeder, 2000). Figure 11 shows the
ByBz vector components of the total magnetic field in tail
cross sections atx = −10, −15 and−30RE after a 2 h
run with a constant pure IMFBy field of 5 nT. Comparing

the model tail shown in Fig. 11 with the average observed
tail structure around 33RE for comparable IMF conditions
(Kaymaz et al., 1994, Fig. 3c), the model tail resembles the
mid-tail observations best forx = −10RE . Further down-
tail, the IMF dominates the tail structure much more than
found by observations. This indicates, that in the present
model the length of the closed field line region is too short.

The good agreement between observations, earlier MHD
results and this study makes us confident about the signifi-
cance of the new findings of this study: the relation between
the closed field line region in the tail and the shape of the
plasma sheet.

3.2 The IMFBy sign-change cases: comparison with ear-
lier results

The comparison between MHD simulation results with ob-
servations by Slinker et al. (2001) shows that moving polar
arcs lie indeed on closed field lines, as expected from the
finding that particles causing polar arcs originate in the tail
plasma sheet (Frank et al., 1986). Therefore, we assume that
in our simulations the bridge of closed field lines inside the
polar cap can be regarded as the location where a polar arc
may occur. For simplicity, the closed field line bridge is re-
ferred to further on as “model polar arc”. Field-line mapping
from the model polar arc to the tail reveals that its source
region is in the distant tail, which is in agreement with ob-
servations. Large-scale polar arcs are found to have parti-
cle characteristics with slightly lower energies than the auro-
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ral oval, indicating the distant tail as the source region (e.g.
Chang et al., 1998). The dawn to dusk motion of the model
polar arc in the northern polar cap following an IMFBy sign
change from negative to positive during northward IMF is
expected from observations (Cumnock et al., 2002). Also
the simultaneous occurrence of a polar arc in the Southern
Hemisphere but with opposite motion is indicated in data re-
sults (Craven et al., 1991). The shape and lifetime of our
model polar arcs are quite similar to the model arc shown
by Slinker et al. (2001), although their run was done for a
stronger and more varying IMF than our runs. Although
a more sun-aligned and more homogeneous arc width than
seen in the simulations may be expected (Frank et al., 1986),
the arc shape is difficult to compare with observations, as
there exists a multitude of different moving polar arc shapes
(Kullen et al., 2002). A large discrepancy between observa-
tions and MHD results is found for the lifetime of moving
polar arcs. This is indicated already by Slinker et al. (2001).
There, the MSP data shows an arc lifetime of at least two
hours, while the model arc persists only for 40 min. The sta-
tistical results by Kullen et al. (2002) show that moving polar
arcs which cross the entire polar cap exist, on average, for
two hours, instead of the 50 min found in our model study.
In single cases, polar arcs can even have lifetimes of three to
four hours (see the moving polar arc examples presented by
Cumnock et al. (2002) and Kullen et al. (2002)).

The simulation results show a good agreement with the
semi-analytical results by Kullen (2000). It confirms the as-
sumption of an IMFBy sign change causing first the near-
Earth tail and then the far tail to change its twist such that in
an intermediate state the near-Earth and the far tail are oppo-
sitely twisted. The main results of the Kullen model are in
agreement with the MHD results. The poleward motion of
the polar arc, the bifurcation of the closed field line region
in the tail, its mapping to the polar arc in the ionosphere, and
the non-bifurcation of the plasma sheet occur in both models.
The Kullen (2000) model indicates that the width of the sign
change region effects the nightside width of the polar arc but
not its location. This is confirmed by the MHD simulations
as well. However, several IMFBy sign change effects on the
magnetosphere appear in the MHD simulations only. The
variation of the closed field line region length does not show
up in the Kullen (2000) model, as the T89 model used has an
open tail. In the Kullen (2000) model the tail twist is a priori
forced to change nearly linearly between near-Earth and far
tail. The MHD results show that the twist change starts at the
flanks and moves within several tens of minutes into the cen-
ter of the tail (Fig. 5). The polar arc of the MHD simulation
stretching from the nightside to the dayside auroral oval and
moving over the entire polar cap has a more realistic shape
and location than the one presented in the Kullen (2000)
model. The suggestion by Chang et al. (1998) that an IMF
By sign change may cause a new polar cap region at pre-
noon (post-noon) for a sign change of IMFBy from negative
to positive (positive to negative) is confirmed by the simu-
lation results. The dawn and duskward displacement of the
lobe reconnection in the Northern and Southern Hemisphere,

Fig. 11. The total magnetic field at different tail cross sections af-
ter two hours constant IMF with an IMF clock angle of 90◦ and a
magnitude of 5.0 nT.
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respectively, changed soon after the IMFBy sign change took
place towards the other side of the noon-midnight meridian
and is connected to a new polar cap region near noon. How-
ever, the dawn to dusk motion of the closed field line bridge
in the ionosphere cannot be explained by the dayside recon-
nection site jump but occurs due to the rotation of the plasma
sheet twist, as described by Kullen (2000).

Neither polar arc models, nor the Slinker et al. (2001)
MHD results predict the occurrence of solar wind field lines
in the mid-tail while a part of the closed field line region ex-
tends increasingly tailward. In the GUMICS-4 simulations
the region of solar wind field lines inside the tail grows at the
expense of the tailward closed field line region until it dis-
appears. Further investigations would be necessary to find
out, whether this is a common phenomenon associated with
similar IMF configurations. It has to be pointed out, that this
process appears at the end of the polar arc lifetime when the
arc has already reached the other side of the polar cap and in-
fluences neither the creation, nor the dawn-duskward motion
of the arc.

3.3 The possible occurrence of polar arcs on high-latitude
closed field lines

The suggested appearance of oval-aligned arcs on the
strongly poleward displaced dawn side polar cap boundary
in run 1d, the 10◦ constant IMF case with dawn-northward
IMF, is motivated by observations. Kullen et al. (2002) re-
ported that only the oval-aligned arc type occurs on the dawn
(dusk) oval side after one to two hours constant IMF with
dominating northward IMF and dawnward (duskward) IMF.
Often, oval-aligned arcs are clearly separated from the main
oval only during some part of their lifetime, but sometimes
they seem to be a part of an extended oval side (e.g. Kullen
et al., 2002). Our results are in agreement with the sce-
nario of a strong tail twist being responsible for the poleward
displacement of the polar cap (Kullen and Blomberg, 1996)
and an oval-aligned arc occurring on its poleward boundary
(Meng, 1981). As expected from observations (Cumnock
et al., 2002), in runs 2a and 2b a bridge inside the polar cap
of closed field lines moves from dawn to dusk after a sign
change from dawnward to duskward IMFBy , which indi-
cates a moving polar arc. The model polar arc is on both sides
clearly separated from the main oval by regions of open field
lines, as expected from observations by Huang et al. (1989)
and others.

One major concern about the simulation results is that
there are no field-aligned currents that are associated with
the poleward displaced closed field line region (bridge in-
side the polar cap) where an oval-aligned (moving) arc is
expected to occur. In fact, the FAC current pattern remains
nearly unchanged for all runs, while the polar cap bound-
ary changes drastically. The MHD simulations reproduce
the large-scale field-aligned current pattern connected to the
main auroral oval region fairly well, but small-scale current
structures do not appear. This is probably due to limitations
of the model, maybe because the grid-resolution in the mag-

netotail and in the polar cap is too low. Polar auroral arcs
consist of one or several bands of discrete auroral arcs. The
associated field-aligned current sheets appear often in (multi-
ple) pairs of upward and downward directed currents, having
a width of several tens of kilometers (e.g. Zhu et al., 1997,
and references therein). Such small-scale structures cannot
be resolved with an effective ionospheric grid resolution of
about 300 km. Furthermore, when an upward current sheet
is located too close to the return current sheet, no net current
will appear in the model. This seems to be a general problem
in large-scale magnetosphere MHD models. Even in other
MHD models there is a lack of FAC where a bridge of closed
field lines appears inside the polar cap (e.g. in the simulation
runs for observed polar arcs of Slinker et al. (2001), private
communication). Interestingly, in a comparison between au-
roral images and ionospheric plasma convection by Chang
et al. (1998), no plasma convection change associated with
a polar arc could be found in SuperDARN measurements,
which the authors claim may be due to the small width of the
polar arc.

3.4 The topological connection between polar arcs and the
magnetotail

The MHD simulations show that a small IMF clock angle
causes a long tailward extension of the closed field line re-
gion and a strong twisting of the far-tail plasma sheet, in-
dependent of whether the small clock angle appears for a
long time (constant IMF cases) or is in a transitional state
(IMF By sign-change cases). A long closed field line region
and a strongly twisted tail causes field lines originating in the
far tail to map to high latitudes in the near-Earth region and
in the ionosphere. The plasma sheet in the near-Earth tail is
only weakly twisted such that the boundary of the closed field
line region does not overlap with the plasma sheet boundary
but is located in the near-Earth tail lobes.

While the reason for the lack of FAC at the location of a
polar arc remains unclear, we believe that the MHD results
are correct in the sense that the boundary of the large-scale
FAC system does not overlap with the polar cap boundary
in all cases. This idea is strengthened by the observational
result by Elphinstone et al. (1990), where the main auroral
oval (connected to upward FAC) is shown to keep its circular
shape even for nonzero IMFBy and positive IMFBz, where
a strong poleward displacement of the polar cap boundary is
expected. We conclude (from mapping FAC to the tail) that
the main auroral oval has its source region in the near-Earth
region. A polewardly displaced polar cap boundary maps to
the highly twisted distant tail and is a possible location for
polar arcs to occur.

There are some discrepancies between simulation results
and observations. For the constant IMF cases, the most fa-
vorable conditions for oval-aligned arcs have been found by
observations to occur around 45 degrees, while the simula-
tions suggest a clock angle of around 10 degrees (run 1d).
Kullen et al. (2002) showed that during the time period of
the statistical study, small clock angles are only slightly less
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common than clock angles of around 45 degrees such that it
is not due to the rare occurrence of small clock angles that
oval-aligned arcs appear mostly for 45 degrees. In the IMF
sign-change cases (run 2a, 2b) the largest difference from the
cases is the lifetime of the polar arc. Both deviations from
observations may be connected to the unrealistically short
tail of the MHD run. A longer region of closed field lines
leads to theBy sign reversal taking more time to move tail-
ward, thus the polar arc exists longer. A longer region of
closed field lines may lead to that in the 45◦ case (run 1c)
even far-tail regions with a high twist map to the Earth. This
leads to the same effect as in the 10◦ case (run 1d): the closed
field line region extends into the lobes.

4 Summary and Conclusions

Several MHD runs have been performed to examine the in-
fluence of constant and changing IMFBy on the large-scale
topology of the magnetosphere and the polar ionosphere.
The constant IMF runs are done for IMF clock angles of
100◦, 80◦, 45◦ and 10◦ (run 1a–1d). The runs for changing
IMF By consist of a fast (run 2a) and a slow (run 2b) IMFBy

sign change during northward IMF.
A dawn-duskward bending of the field lines and a twisting

of the tail plasma sheet occur in all constant IMF runs, as
expected for nonzero IMFBy . Comparing the constant IMF
runs for different IMF clock angles reveals that the closed
field line region extends the farthest downtail for small clock
angles. In that case the downtail increasing twisting of the
plasma sheet becomes very high at its tailward end. Field
lines originating in the high-latitude part of the far tail map
into the lobes of the near-Earth tail. In the ionosphere the po-
lar cap boundary shows a strong poleward displacement on
the corresponding oval side. It is suggested that oval-aligned
arcs may occur on the strongly poleward displaced bound-
ary of the polar cap. This is in agreement with observations
showing that these arcs often appear after hours of nearly
constant IMF with a positiveBz and a nonzeroBy compo-
nent. The simulation results indicate that oval-aligned arcs
map into the highly twisted far-tail plasma sheet, while the
main oval maps to the near-Earth and mid-tail regions.

The simulation of an IMFBy sign change during positive
IMF Bz shows that such a sign reversal does not affect the
entire tail at once but starts at the near-Earth tail flanks and
then propagates both tailward and toward the tail center. A
tailward moving cone of zeroBy develops. Inside the cone,
the extraBy field and the tail twist are in opposite direction
than outside the cone. During the tailward propagation of the
sign-change region, the region of closed field lines increases
far downtail until it returns to its original length. In an inter-
mediate state the closed field line region is extremely long,
with the far-tail plasma sheet and the near-Earth plasma sheet
being oppositely twisted. A complicated field line topology
emerges. Closed field lines originating in the highly twisted
far-tail plasma sheet bifurcate the near-Earth tail lobes and
the polar cap. A bridge of closed field lines in the polar cap
moves within 50 min from one oval side to the other. This

dawn-duskward moving bridge is interpreted as the location
where a moving polar arc may occur. Such a polar arc type
appears typically after an IMFBy sign change during pre-
dominately northward IMF. A comparison between a fast and
a slow IMFBy sign change shows that neither the magneto-
tail topology, nor the polar arc lifetime and location are sig-
nificantly different. Only the dawn-dusk width of the closed
field line bridge and the length of the closed field line region
are influenced by the speed of an IMFBy sign change.

In summary, moving polar arcs and oval-aligned arcs have
in common that the IMF clock angle is small, either tran-
sitionally (moving polar arcs) or constantly (oval-aligned
arcs), and the closed field line region extends far downtail
and the plasma sheet is highly twisted at its tailward end.
This tail topology causes field lines originating in the high-
latitude far-tail region to map high into the near-Earth tail
lobes and poleward of the average polar cap boundary. The
poleward displaced closed field line region is a probable lo-
cation for polar arcs to occur.
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